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The evolution of language families is shaped by
the environment beyond neutral drift
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There are more than 7,000 languages spoken in the world
today1. It has been argued that the natural and social environment of languages drives this diversity2–13. However, a
fundamental question is how strong are environmental pressures, and does neutral drift suffice as a mechanism to explain
diversification? We estimate the phylogenetic signals of geographic dimensions, distance to water, climate and population
size on more than 6,000 phylogenetic trees of 46 language
families. Phylogenetic signals of environmental factors are
generally stronger than expected under the null hypothesis
of no relationship with the shape of family trees. Importantly,
they are also—in most cases—not compatible with neutral
drift models of constant-rate change across the family tree
branches. Our results suggest that language diversification
is driven by further adaptive and non-adaptive pressures.
Language diversity cannot be understood without modelling
the pressures that physical, ecological and social factors exert
on language users in different environments across the globe.
Present-day linguistic diversity is non-randomly distributed
across the globe, forming patterns at multiple levels. For example,
more than 7,000 languages are currently spoken, and these can be
classified into a few hundred language families1. Each family contains (ideally) all—and only—descendants of a single ancestral protolanguage. Given that languages evolve through time in a manner
similar to the evolution of biological species—through splits, extinctions and horizontal exchange—a language family can be approximated by a structured family tree (or phylogeny) that comprises a set
of languages spoken by actual human groups occupying geographical space. An intriguing observation is that not only individual
languages are non-randomly distributed across the globe; language
families are too: some families are huge, spanning vast areas, while
others are much more circumscribed. It has been proposed that this
patterning reflects ancestral historical events and processes, such
as demographic migrations and spreads, or language shift through
elite dominance14. Additionally, there is an emerging view that language diversification cannot be fully understood except in the wider
context of physical, cultural and biological variation15–17.
A fundamental question, then, is why and how do language family trees unfold? Is linguistic diversification a self-contained process,
or do pressures related to geographic and demographic dimensions
drive diversification and shape language family trees? The classic
view holds that explanations of diversity have to be sought ‘first
on the basis of recognized processes of internal change’18. Here,
‘internal’ changes are either seen as a ‘rather directionless pursuit
of individual forms down the branches of the family tree’19 or as
regular phenomena such as sound change and analogy19. Internal
changes are often associated with the term ‘linguistic drift’20, which
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is theoretically distinct from ‘population drift’ (that is, the social or
geographic isolation of speaker communities21). However, in practice, Sapir20 argued that both types of drift interact: variation in individual speakers’ utterances accumulate and lead to the formation of
dialects and, eventually, languages. The prediction of this account
is that purely random variation in language usage could give rise to
diversity by means of social and geographic isolation, corresponding to ‘neutral drift’ models in evolutionary biology.
Accounts based on language internal change have come under
criticism for underestimating the role of geography and demography. Nichols2 has shown that language diversity is greater at low
latitudes, along coastlines and in mountainous areas, among others. Nettle3 found evidence for language density being influenced by
ecological risk: areas that have longer growing seasons also support a
larger number of languages—a finding that is corroborated by more
recent statistical analyses4. Other studies investigated global linguistic diversity in relation to geographic and demographic data (see
Gavin et al.5 for a review). Predictors of linguistic diversity include
latitude6,7, altitude and rugosity4, temperature and rainfall7–12, political complexity, and subsistence strategy13, as well as island size in
the Pacific11.
However, it is a standard procedure in evolutionary biology
to test neutral drift models before further adaptive processes are
invoked for explanation. As pointed out in an overview article by
Gavin et al.5, our understanding of linguistic diversification is still
rudimentary. The mechanisms of neutral change, movement, contact and selection have not been disentangled yet. Here, we test different evolutionary models by adding a phylogenetic dimension.
This allows us to investigate how strong the links between family
tree structure and environmental factors are on a global scale. In
evolutionary biology, the strength of the association between population-level traits and a given phylogeny is measured using the socalled phylogenetic signal22,23. Estimating phylogenetic signals, we
test three fundamental hypotheses:
•

•

Independent evolution hypothesis (H0). ‘Internal’ linguistic
properties and ‘external’ environmental factors generally evolve
independently: there is no link between environmental factors
and the shape of language family trees (that is, their values are
randomly distributed across the tips of the trees) and phylogenetic signals are close—or equal—to zero);
Neutral evolution hypothesis (H1). Internal properties and environmental factors are linked via neutral drift: the values of the
environmental factors follow the predictions of a Brownian
motion model (that is, a constant-rate random walk along the
branches of the family trees) and phylogenetic signals are close
to one;
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Fig. 1 | Density distributions of phylogenetic signals for K and λ, and violin plots with distributions per environmental factor. The density distributions
shown in the left-hand panels include the phylogenetic signals of all three tree sources and all seven environmental variables. The dashed vertical lines
indicate the phylogenetic signal value expected under Brownian motion along the branches of the trees (that is, 1.0). The violin plots to the right show the
distributions of K and λ per environmental factor. Black dots represent median values. The grey transparent areas are density distributions of phylogenetic
signal values. The x axis is limited to values up to a maximum of five. These plots were produced using the ggplot2 R package48. PC, principal component.

Table 1 | Information on the phylogenetic trees used
Tree set

Topology

Branch lengths

Method

Trees

Families

Dediu’s forest

W, E, G, A

Lexicon to syntax

Various

351

41

Bayesian trees

No constraints

Cognates

Bayesian

5,801

7

Maximum likelihood forest

No constraints, G

Lexical lists

Maximum likelihood

58

29

Total

6,210

46

A: AUTOTYP; E, Ethnologue; G, Glottolog; W, WALS.

•

Variable evolution hypothesis (H0–1 and H1+). Internal properties and environmental factors are linked via adaptive and nonadaptive processes beyond neutral drift: while phylogenetic
signals are significantly higher than zero, they can be either
lower or higher than one.

While some recent work has used phylogenetic signal analysis
in specific linguistic contexts24–26, we describe a large-scale analysis
of environmental factors for many language families spread across
the world.
First, we report the results for 42 tree source subsets (Fig. 1). All
median values, upper confidence intervals and P values are given
in Supplementary Results 1. In this dataset, all environmental factors have median phylogenetic signals significantly higher than 0.1
according to Wilcoxon signed rank tests. This holds for two phylogenetic signal metrics (Blomberg’s K and Pagel’s λ) and across three
tree sources (see Table 1 and Supplementary Methods
∼ 1 for details
∼
of the tree sources). The median values range from λ = 0.21 to λ = 1
͠
͠
and from K = 0.3 to K = 1.77, respectively.
Median phylogenetic signals are also in most cases significantly different from 1.0 (that is, not in the range of 0.9 to 1.1).
Some exceptions are the median latitude and longitude λ signals
(see lower panels on the right of Fig. 1). However, for Blomberg’s
K (upper panels), longitude and latitude signals are significantly
higher than 1.0 across all three tree sources. For example, the

median longitude values range from K͠ = 1.13 to K͠ = 1.49 across
different tree sources. This suggests that λ is at the ceiling for longitude and latitude. Median phylogenetic signals for altitude, population size and distance to water are mostly between 0.1 and 0.9.
The results for distances to lakes, rivers and oceans separately are
given in Supplementary Results 2. The first principal component
of climate has phylogenetic signals close to 1.0. The signal for the
second principal component is weaker as it is between 0.1 and 0.9 in
some cases (see Supplementary Methods 5 for details of the principal components analyses).
Second, we report phylogenetic signals by family. Plots with
median phylogenetic signal values and a table showing the Wilcoxon
test results by family subsets are given in Supplementary Results 3.
Some families stand out with high median K and λ signals.∼Some
examples include Atlantic-Congo for longitude
(K͠ = 7.23 and λ = 1),
∼
Uto-Aztecan for latitude (K͠ = 2.5 ∼and λ = 1) and climate (principal component∼ 1) (K͠ = 1.98 and λ = 1), Sino-Tibetan for altitude
(K͠ =∼1.35 and λ = 1), and Austronesian for population size (K͠ = 0.71
and λ = 0.93). Example trees for these families are shown in Fig. 2.
Moreover, the environmental factor most strongly reflected on
phylogenetic trees can differ between families. For instance, for the
Atlantic-Congo family, longitude has the strongest reflection on the
family tree, while for the Uto-Aztecan family, latitude does.
Figure 3 gives an overview of the number and percentages of subset
median values in our two analyses (by tree source and family) in line
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Fig. 2 | Environmental factors reflected on family trees. Colours indicate values of environmental factors from low (blue) to high (red). The phylogenetic trees used here
are part of Dediu's forest. a, Map of the spread of n =346 Atlantic-Congo languages with longitude indicated by colour. The phylogenetic tree to the right was built on
the topology from Glottolog and branch lengths were derived from ASJP word lists. b, Uto-Aztecan languages (n =35) with climate (principal component 1) indicated
by colour. The phylogenetic tree was built on the topology from Glottolog and branch lengths were derived from ASJP word lists. c, Sino-Tibetan languages (n = 99) with
altitude indicated by colour. The phylogenetic tree was built on the topology from Ethnologue and branch lengths were derived from WALS features. d, Austronesian
languages (n =421) with logged population size indicated by colour. The phylogenetic tree was built on topology from Glottolog and branch lengths were derived from
ASJP word lists. Plots were produced using the ggtree and ggmap R packages49,50. Map data: Google/NASA/TerraMetrics (a,d); Google/TerraMetrics (b,c).
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Fig. 3 | Percentages of subsets in line with evolutionary hypotheses. Percentages of subsets by family (left) and tree source (right) in line with the four
evolutionary hypotheses of how environmental factors and tree structure are connected (H0, H0−1, H1 and H1+).

with the four hypotheses (H0, H1, H0–1 and H1+). We draw the following
conclusions with regards to underlying evolutionary processes:
It is generally very unlikely that the phylogenetic trees and environmental variables we have included in our analyses evolved completely
818

independently. Namely, in our 42 and 140 subsets of more than 85,000
signals, we find only 6 instances where H0 can be upheld.∼Examples
include altitude
λ signals, as reflected on the Tupí-Guaraní (λ = 0) and
∼
Turkic (λ = 0) family trees (see also Supplementary Results 3).
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For some subsets (32 and 33%, respectively) neutral drift (H1) is a
possible explanation. In these subsets, median phylogenetic signals
are close to 1.0 (that is, 0.9 to 1.1) according to the Wilcoxon test
results. Hence, there are examples where the link between environmental factors and family tree structure fits the expectation of constant-rate Brownian motion along the tree branches. For instance,
the Arawakan family yields climate (principal component 1)
phylogenetic signals close to 1.0, as evidenced by both signal metrics (λ∼ = 1.01 and K͠ = 1.05).
Most frequent are median phylogenetic signals that are significantly higher than 0.1 and smaller than 0.9 (in 43 and 48% of the
cases, respectively). This is probably due to interactions between
different environmental variables, which in our analyses are considered in isolation from each other. For example, the latitude and
longitude of a population can change in non-random ways due
to dispersals along coastlines and rivers2, circumvention of uninhabitable lands such as oceans, deserts and high mountain ranges,
conquering and colonization of inhabited and uninhabited lands,
and migrations due to famines and warfare. In the case of population size, the signal will depend on the minimum group size necessary for a split, as well as the sustainable group size in a particular
environment3. Also, geographic, demographic, climatic and other
pressures—beyond the ones taken into account here—are likely to
further shape family trees.
Furthermore, Blomberg et al.22 give two explanations for K <  1
based on computational simulations: (1) measurement error (see
Supplementary Discussion 1); and (2) adaptive evolution independent of the phylogeny (that is, homoplasy; also called convergent evolution). This is the case if languages adapt to particular
climatic and sociolinguistic environments independent of inheritance. Potential examples of convergent evolution include phonetic changes due to climate15,27 and morphological changes due to
population structure26,28–30. However, note that most of the language
family trees used here are built using lexical material. Phonetic and
morphological adaptations are therefore unlikely to play a predominant role for the overall outcome.
Unfortunately, inferring exact evolutionary mechanisms just from
observing K < 1 is not possible. Computational simulations have
identified different scenarios that can lead to phylogenetic signals
below 1.0, including stabilizing and fluctuating selection in combination with differing mutation rates, functional constraints and others31.
Further analyses are needed to uncover the exact mechanisms yielding reduced phylogenetic signal in particular language families.
In a considerable number of cases (19 and 21%, respectively),
phylogenetic signals are significantly higher than 1.1. In fact, these
percentages are higher if only K signals are included. As explained
in Supplementary Methods 3, λ is very unlikely to exceed 1.0.
Blomberg et al.22 identify two scenarios under which K > 1 is to
be expected—namely: (1) heterogeneous rate genetic drift (that is,
changing rates of genetic drift), with high initial genetic drift that
then slows down towards the tips of the family tree; and (2) niche
occupancy, meaning that species occupy many different niches early
on, adapt to them and diverge, but when all niches are filled, they do
not further diverge.
For our data, ‘heterogeneous rate genetic drift’ translates into
varying rates of change for our environmental variables. Latitudes
and longitudes of speaker populations might have changed fast initially—close to the root of a given tree—and then slowed down systematically. The geographic locations where languages are spoken
today would then still reflect early linguistic splits. The scenario of
‘niche occupancy’ seems in line with this. Take the example of the
Atlantic-Congo tree in Fig. 2. The longitude signal for this tree is
exceptionally high (K = 8.35), which is also the case for the median
signal of the family (K͠ = 7.23) across the different tree sources. Early
large-scale migrations such as the Bantu expansion could explain
why observed geographical distances are smaller than expected

from evolving longitudes along the branches of the tree by constant
Brownian motion.
Lateral transfer (that is, borrowing of lexical and structural
material) is another mechanism that drives linguistic diversification and convergence32. Borrowing increases the similarity between
the donor and recipient language, and is more likely in geographic
proximity. This can increase the phylogenetic signal of longitudes,
latitudes and altitudes. However, in most cases, particular care is
taken to exclude potentially borrowed material when building linguistic phylogenies of the kind underlying our analyses.
Furthermore, we can assess which environmental factor has
the strongest phylogenetic signal overall. Across the three different tree sources illustrated in Fig. 1 (right panels) a systematic
cline emerges for phylogenetic signal strength by environmental
factor: longitude/latitude > climate (principal components 1 and
2) >  altitude > distance to water ~ population size. However, there
is also considerable variance between families (see Supplementary
Results 3). For instance, while large families of Africa and Eurasia
tend to have stronger longitude signals (Atlantic-Congo, AfroAsiatic, Altaic, Austroasiatic, Indo-European and Sino-Tibetan),
large families of North and South America tend to have stronger latitude signals (Arawakan, Athabaskan–Eyak–Tlingit,
Otomanguean, Quechuan, Tupí-Guaraní and Uto-Aztecan). The
fact that longitude has generally stronger signals in large African
and Eurasian families is probably related to the hypothesis that
east–west spreads have played a more important role for human
expansions than north–south spreads. The rationale behind this is
that climate and vegetation are more similar across different longitudes, and this might facilitate expansions—especially when associated with agriculture33. This hypothesis is also tested in another
recent quantitative study34.
Finally, we want to mention potential issues with the phylogenetic signal approach as applied to language family trees: (1) bias
through error (that is, imprecisions in the trees and tip values);
(2) geographic and population size variation within languages; (3)
systematic variance between the tree sources used; and (4) factors
beyond geography, climate, distance to water and population size
influencing diversification. These problems and caveats are laid out
in more detail in Supplementary Discussion 1.
In conclusion, we find that the structure of language family trees generally reflects environmental factors associated with
particular language communities. Across more than 6,000 phylogenetic trees of 46 families, this effect is clearly stronger than
expected under the null hypothesis of independence between language ‘internal’ structure and language ‘external’ environmental
factors. Importantly, the links between environmental factors and
the structure of family trees often deviate from the predictions of
neutral drift, suggesting that there are adaptive and non-adaptive
forces rooted in the physical and social environment that affect
the evolution of language families. This supports recent claims
that pure drift falls short of explaining a considerable proportion
of language diversity. Instead, adaptive pressures16,35 and other
non-adaptive processes have to be taken into consideration. The
forces further driving diversification potentially include convergent evolution, niche occupancy, heterogeneous rate drift and lateral transfer of lexical and structural material. Language family
trees reflect both internal forces and shallower or deeper historical phenomena. In consequence, understanding global linguistic
diversity is not possible without analysing the physical and social
circumstances of language users.

Methods

Language family trees were collected using three tree sources. First, a database36
comprising linguistic trees for several hundred language families (here, referred to as
‘Dediu’s forest’) was compiled. It is available via github (https://github.com/ddediu/
lgfam-newick). Tree topologies were taken from Ethnologue37, the World Atlas of
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Language Structures (WALS) Online38, AUTOTYP39 and Glottolog1. These were bare of
any branch length information. This information was added using a variety of different
methods36. We selected a subset of these trees for phylogenetic signal analyses (see
Supplementary Methods 1 for details).
Second, Bayesian trees were supplied by the authors of recent phylogenetic
studies for a total of seven language families: Arawakan, Austronesian, Bantu,
Indo-European, Pama-Nyungan, Tupí-Guaraní and Turkic. The respective studies
used cognate data in conjunction with Bayesian phylogenetic methods to derive a
collection of high posterior probability trees (Supplementary Methods 1).
Third, trees were derived via the maximum likelihood method applied to
Automated Similarity Judgment Program (ASJP) word lists (http://asjp.clld.org/).
These were further divided into two sets: maximum likelihood trees with branch
lengths and topology inferred (1) with Glottolog topologies as constraints and (2)
without constraints. There were a total of 29 family trees for each. Details on data
availability are provided online40.
Note that we only included trees with at least 20 tips; that is, languages. Smaller
numbers resulted in low statistical power to detect phylogenetic signal22,41. We
arrived at a sample of 6,210 trees (see Table 1).
Environmental variables were collected from different online resources.
Approximated latitude and longitude information per language was available
via Glottolog1. We transformed longitudes to run from −25 to 335° instead
of the standard −180 to 180°. This is necessary as families in the Pacific (for
example, Austronesian) expand across the 180 to −180° line, which distorts
the longitude signals. Based on latitude and longitude coordinates, we
estimated altitude using the Google Maps Elevation API (https://developers.
google.com/maps/documentation/elevation) via the R42 package rgbif43. To
analyse phylogenetic signals of climate, we harnessed the first two principal
components of a principal components analysis of 19 climatic variables (see
Supplementary Methods 5). We also included distance to water (lakes, rivers
and oceans) as an environmental variable (Supplementary Methods 6).
Population size data were taken from the last openly available version of
Ethnologue37. We took the natural logarithm of population sizes, otherwise
extreme values (for example, for English and Mandarin Chinese) would
dominate the signal for the whole family. We arrived at a sample of 6,998
languages (unique ISO 639-3 codes) of 232 Glottolog families for which
latitude, longitude, altitude, climatic information, distance to water and
population size data were available (see Supplementary Data 3). We chose these
variables to reflect different dimensions of the environment. Note that some
were mutually correlated (Supplementary Note 1).
There are many methods to estimate phylogenetic signal for continuous
variables, and Supplementary Methods 2 discusses the advantages and
disadvantages of different metrics. Here, we focus on two in particular: Pagel’s λ44–46
and Blomberg’s K22. We use the R function phylosig() in the package phytools47 to
calculate both λ and K values. Phylogenetic signals of around 0.1 are in line with
H0. Values close to 1.0 are generally in line with H1 (but see Revell et al.31 for some
cautionary notes). All other values point to either H0–1 or H1+. Note that K can
exceed 1.0, while for λ this is unlikely but theoretically possible (see Supplementary
Methods 3 and 4 for further details).
The structure of our data is such that we have 6,210 phylogenetic trees of 46
families, 2 phylogenetic signal metrics and 7 environmental variables. We thus
obtain 6,210 ×  2 ×  7 = 86,940 phylogenetic signals. All signals are described in
Supplementary Results 4. For statistical analyses, we subset these in two ways: first,
42 subsets by signal metric (2), environmental factor (7) and tree source (3);
and second, 644 subsets by signal metric (2), environmental factor (7) and
language family (46).
To test statistical significance, we used Wilcoxon signed rank tests, since density
distributions of phylogenetic signals by subsets are generally non-normal. This
can be visually checked in Fig. 1. We used the R function wilcox.test() to assess
whether median phylogenetic signals for these different subsets were significantly
higher than zero (≥0.1), close to one (≥0.9) or significantly higher than one (≥1.1).
We report percentages of phylogenetic signal median values per subset that are in
line with the four hypotheses outlined above (H0, H0–1, H1 and H1+). Note that in
the file 'wilcoxonResults_families.csv', we give the results of Wilcoxon tests for all
644 family subsets (see Supplementary Data 7). However, in the percentage counts
of median values supporting a given hypothesis, we only include 140 families for
which there are more than 20 phylogenetic trees, since tests for fewer than 20 data
points are biased to yield non-significant results.
Importantly, individual trees and corresponding tip values can give rise to a
range of phylogenetic signals, even when simulated with constant-rate Brownian
motion. The expected mean value for K under Brownian motion is 1.0 and the
median is 0.9 (see Supplementary Methods 4 for a simulation).
Finally, we used Bonferroni correction for multiple testing to adjust P values
(see Supplementary Results 1 for further discussion).
Reporting Summary. Further information on research design is available in the
Nature Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.
Code availability. R code is available in separate files described in the Guide to the
Supplementary Information.
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Data availability

Data availability is detailed in Supplementary Methods 1. Individual
data files are described in Supplementary Data 1–7 in the Guide to the
Supplementary Information.
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